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Overcast is a heart-piercing collection of poetry and prose with its roguish and rough-edged
themes ranging from love to depression—a dynamic book of roses and thorns blossoming with
vibrant pages streaked with forthright and spine-chilling poems.Suspenseful & entrancing,
Overcast will light you up and challenge how you view the world and yourself.
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Sabina Kencana979-8752729430I am human,and I thinknothing human is alien to me.-
Publius Terentius AferacknowledgementsGratitude fills my heart to the brim due to the few
people in my life. Here’s to the MVPs (in no particular order):Ma & Pops. Francis. Mark. Geeta,
Romona, Vidya & the entire Budhoo family. Mommy Nida. Tito Jhun & Tita Issa. Shadel. Tito
Ferdie & Tita Edna. Bryan. Krista. Tito Sats & Tita Janice. Kristopher. Issabella. Joshua. Ninang
Marilou & Tito Chito. Tita Beth & Tito Ben. Tito Edmund & Tita Erly. Ate Chie, Leah Anne,
Pamela, Carolous, Ate Beth, Kuya Edward, Kuya Ruelito, Zeaus, Janda, Junelle, Jayann & all of
my pinsans (cousins) back in the motherland. Oreste & the Alexander family. Laura Laroche &
family. Anthony, Nikka, Neveah & the Tamayo family. To the dogs dem – Alvin Sundararajah,
Jimmy Hernandez, Jan-Eric Melocoton. Jose Martinez. Luis Castillo. Tricksta Scar. Yasin,
Farrish, Kat, Ava, Dominic & the Ratag Family. Adam, Ashley & the Fernandez family. Rock,
Victoria, and the Fernandes family. Mike Lewis. Breno Costa Leal. Marlon Bautista. Old Man
Mike. To the Fran’s crew. The Martirez Family. Rae Firmeza & family. To all my noble & righteous
Ancestors that continue to guide me on my path. To the Most High for giving me the opportunity
to connect with likeminded souls while being aligned with my highest purpose.I apologize if I
forgot anybody.A million thanks are in order for making life more meaningful.Endless love to all
of you.prefaceFor the past six months, I’ve made about a million shot attempts at the garbage
bin in my bedroom, throwing crumpled paper at the imaginary rim while yelling out “Kobe!”. And
still, I feel this final edit isn’t good enough. Oh, the fabulous life of a no-name writer.As you can
probably tell, it’s been a hand-to-hand struggle as to how I want to direct the intended messages
in mind, given that I’ve touched on topics that are heavy and delicate. So yes, this controversial
book will hit some nerves (especially if you’re a grammar Nazi), but that comes with the
territory.When you search up the definition of “Overcast,” you will find it primarily linked with grey
clouds - those who read my first book are probably thinking, “what’s this guy’s obsession with
clouds!?” Lol.The second definition of the word by Merriam-Webster defines it as “to sew (raw
edges of a seam) with long slanting widely spaced stitches to prevent ravelling.”With that said,
this daring poetry collection attempts to point out all our armour. We hardly ever notice the bogus
labels we’ve carelessly glued to ourselves. And how crippling it is to remain hell-bent on
portraying personalities that are poles apart from our true qualities and attributions. In the words
of one of my favourite comedians, Jim Carrey, “Your body needs to be depressed. It needs deep
rest from the character that you’ve been trying to play”.Among various topics, the central theme
of this collection is about ending the roles (and everything else) we’ve cast on ourselves that do
more harm than good. This is about remaining true to our own experiences, stepping into our



power, and pouring our light without feeling confined by the opinions of our family, friends, and
society.It’s been said that whoever is keeping you from being yourself is your enemy. So, for how
long will you play the part of your adversary?I pray this book helps remove influenced pressure
put on by the world and that you find the courage to be, while striving to become the best version
of yourself. I cross my fingers in hopes that these words provide assistance in transcending your
suffering.Dedicated especially to the many who refuse to be cast down.May your fire reach the
ends of the world.contentsnumber one12 am in scartownscrollinglowkey facti
digresscrossingright of waycry for helpstridewho’s askingour first dancein your
heartmazevoluntarygatheringflipout of pocketdiscoursequicksandlevelling downsoul
murderscorpion in a bucketup in smokerhyme or reasonamendsblondheavy baginvertedget
overcyankick in the teethdivine comedygrand risingman’s best friendpoutinebay
laurelbreatheforwardlove handlescaloriessustenancetrailblazingwokekeep to selfbreak offlit
critbeneath the skyskid rowfull swinglonginginhaling watergpsbig chillhereafter
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Ebook Library Reader, “Refreshing. These poems were the perfect companion for a long train
ride. Froilan's tone is so refreshing and unpretentious, and I really enjoyed the different forms his
free-verse took. When you read these poems, you feel like you're having a convo with a friend.
Current issues, materialism, thoughts on writing, love, friendship and family--when to keep going
and when to let go. I thought the author struck a wonderful middle ground between not taking
himself too seriously, but not being afraid to be sincere and let down his guard. When he lets us
in, us readers can also open up and examine our thoughts on the issues. So many times, I found
myself pausing after a particular phrasing and taking a moment to look out the window and
just.... think. I really recommend this collection and I will be checking out its companion book!”

JB, “Poetry. A compilation of poetry and prose that blend humor, self-help, and romance.”

hudlocke, “Beautiful poetry. This is one of those collections where you could turn to any page,
and find something juicy to dig into. I think the poet's strong suit is beautiful and evocative word
choice. Surprising and exciting. Also, I'd describe it as understated; this collection doesn't have
the snobbish tone of a lot of poetry collections I've read lately.”

Dean Vargo, “Easy to Read and Understand. ‘Overcast’ is an enjoyable collection of poems.
Some poetry is tough to read because of complicated and pretentious; but Michael Froilan‘s
style of writing is simple and wonderful.Five wholehearted stars! I recommend ‘Overcast’ for
poetry fans everywhere!”

Jasmine Brontos, “Good Reading. I'm not generally a fan of poetry, but recently I've been trying
to get myself to like it. I've been reading more and more poetry, with mixed success. This
collection was just what I needed. Throughoughly enjoyable.”

Yecheilyah, “Excellent. Wow. I really enjoyed reading this. The man said, "standing up for dead
doctrines." Whaatt. Lol I'll def be revisiting this collection to savor some more. Job well done.”

Infinity, “Resourceful, Thought-Provoking, and Worth every Dime!. This collection of poems, 101
to be exact, surpasses any satisfaction that I have experienced from any other collection. It
transverses our inner realities and power to show us our true selves and encourage us to remain
true to our experiences.The poems are not only informative but also thought-provoking. For
instance, you will find questions such as “how recently have you evaluated your life?” (Crossing),
and “who are you” (One in Question) which makes you think critically about your life. Besides, I
found some quotable points such as “happiness could be found in the plain and questionable
things” (Scrolling poem), “Don’t let them see your suffering” (Soul Murder) and “You can change
your diet, but that won’t change what’s eating you” (Calories) which convey a strong message in



a simple way.Some poems were rather short, just one or a few sentences, but it's surprising how
these were among the most interesting for me. Just to name a few: Lowkey Fact, Inhaling water,
Rogue, Molt, Checkmate, and Caution. And I would be in real trouble with inner myself if I forget
to mention the “Rose Eyes” poem; very short in size but a mountain of humor!The poems cover a
wide range of topics and themes such as love (Our First Dance), sadness (Kick in the Teeth),
racism (Flip) and many other contemporary issues. All combined, and central to the book’s
message, the poem uniformly tries to uplift us to go over and beyond, without giving in to
influenced pressure or opinion of others, so that we can unleash our true potential and achieve
the best version of ourselves.This was an amazing collection, with ‘Between the Stars’ being my
favorite poem, as I continue waiting in the horizon for the author’s next master collection.”

Debra, “BEAUTIFUL & POWERFUL!. In Overcast, Michael Froilan’s words dance you through a
diverse array of human emotion. Several seem to reach inside and grab your heart. Others make
you simply want to sit and silently ponder. I spent the last week re-reading some of my favorite
poems from this beautiful, thought provoking free verse collection and every word of this book is
worth savouring. Heavy Bag, Kick in the Teeth, Flip and Up in Smoke were among my
favorites.What makes poetry memorable and inspirational, truly stand-out and attention keeping,
is about giving the reader a unique and powerful experience. Great poetry connects with the
reader, resonates on some deeper level — it reminds us of something we’ve lived through, felt,
thought and experienced before. When a truly great line is written, it feels like it belongs to the
reader. It’s what they’ve always wanted to say, and the poet has helped them find the words.
Froilan does exactly that in Overcast.Highly recommend!”

Abby, “This is a book I didn't know I NEEDed to read before I read it. Overcast is a collection of
101 moving poems that reminds you what it is to own who you are. It demolishes the characters
we are trying to play and helps us re-establish our personalities. After reading two consecutive
books by Michael I must say what defines his poems are how powerful they are in their delivery.
The undertone of his works are inherently impactful and transformative.Similar to his other book
Clouded Thoughts, Overcast too makes you re-evaluate your life path, choices, views and more
but at a much deeper level.It centres around themes of love, loss, life and the truth surrounding
them. The pieces are intimate, painful yet hopeful that chalks the path of self-discovery.”

The book by Michael Froilan has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 10 people have provided feedback.
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